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аНТикліНалі дОНбасу

Purpose. The	present	study	focuses	on	the	analysis	of	the	geological	structure,	stress	and	strain	fields	of	the	
western	closure	of	the	Horlivka	anticline	to	present	a	general	development	mechanism	with	regard	to	tectono
physical	features,	and	to	determine	whether	the	structural	complexity	of	the	study	area	is	consistent	with	a	single	
regional	stress	field	or	not.

methodology. The	kinematic	and	structural	data	available	for	the	study	zone	have	been	studied.	Further,	fault	
data,	including	both	the	fault	plane	and	slickenline	orientations,	and	the	sense	of	movement	have	been	studied	by	
the	kinematic	analysis	method	of	O.	Gushchenko	to	estimate	characteristics	of	the	mesoregional	stress	field	and	
the	total	strain	field.	Local	stress	data	have	been	processed	by	the	method	for	determination	of	general	stress	fields	
to	provide	 for	 reconstruction	of	principal	normal	 stresses	which	are	arbitrarily	considered	as	 regional	 stresses.	
Relative	age	chronology	and	staging	of	tectonic	stresses	have	been	processed	by	the	stress	monitoring	method.

findings.  NWtrending	 dextral	 and	 NE	 and	 N–Strending	 sinistral	 strikeslip	 faults	 prevail	 among	 other	
faults.	Mesoregional	stress	field	characterized	by	subhorizontal	NW–SE	maximum	(σ3)	and	NE–SW	minimum	
(σ1)	principal	axes,	and	apparently	originated	in	Laramide	time	of	Alpine	orogeny	is	strikeslip	faulting	type	and	
the	youngest	for	the	Donets	Basin.	Extension	axis	(ε1)	of	the	strain	ellipsoid	is	NW	and	N–S	oriented,	and	short
ening	axis	(ε3)	is	NE	oriented	nearly	orthogonal	to	the	anticline	axis.	Strikeslip	faulting	type	of	total	strain	field	
was	determined	for	the	most	part	of	the	western	closure	of	the	Horlivka	anticline	area,	and	according	to	the	Lode–
Nadai	coefficient	(mε	=	±1),	deformations	on	the	study	area	had	been	going	mainly	under	shear	conditions.	The	
pattern	of	a	single	structural	paragenesis	of	deformation	elements	of	the	study	area,	including	a	conjugate	strike
slip	fault	system,	domeshaped	fold	and	longitudinal	thrusts	in	its	limbs,	was	developed	due	to	the	rightlateral	
displacements	along	the	longitudinal	strikeslip	fault	system	within	the	Main	anticline	paraxial	part.
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Originality.	Strikeslip	faults	and	large	shear	zone	are	revealed	in	the	geological	structure	of	the	study	area,	
and	their	morphology,	development,	and	interaction	of	structural	elements	are	characterized.	The	primary	char
acteristics	of	the	stress	fields	of	local	and	mesoregional	level,	including	its	relative	age	chronology	and	staging,	and	
of	the	total	strain	field	are	reconstructed.

Practical value.	Taking	importance	of	the	results	obtained	by	the	kinematic	method	into	account,	applying	of	
new	forecasting	methods	based	on	reconstruction	of	primary	tectonophysical	characteristics	and	reconstruction	
of	deformation	mechanisms	appears	to	be	needed.

keywords:	kinematic method, stress and strain fields, Lode–Nadai coefficient, slickenlines, strike-slip 
fault, shear zone, structural paragenesis

The	 stress	 field	 reconstructed	 for	 Nikitovka	 ore	
field	is	characterized	by	a	subhorizontal	NWplunging	
(330°)	 maximum	 principal	 stress	 axis	 σ3	 (maximum	
compression)	and	a	subhorizontal	SWplunging	(245°)	
minimum	principal	stress	axis	σ1	(maximum	tension)	
[1–3].	The	stress	field	axes	are	oriented	in	directions	
diagonal	 to	 the	 Horlivka	 anticline,	 a	 major	 orecon
trolling	 structure,	 and	 symmetric	 to	 secondorder	
domeshaped	folds	complicating	the	crest	of	the	Hor
livka	anticline.	Moreover,	a	σ3	 axis	 is	 invariably	per
pendicular	to	the	domeshaped	fold	axes.	The	ore	field	
structure	was	developed	under	conditions	of	a	special	
pulsating	type	of	the	massif	stress	state,	changing	from	
uniaxial	compression	to	uniaxial	tension	and	vice	ver
sa.	 This	 stress	 field	 that	 apparently	 originated	 in	
Laramide	time	of	Alpine	orogeny	is	 the	youngest	 for	
the	Donets	Basin.

According	to	the	reconstructed	stress	field	charac
teristics,	fault	kinematics	and	orientation	of	structural	
deformation	 elements,	 Korchemagin	 interprets	 the	
Main	 anticline	 as	 overfault	 fold,	 developed	 in	 the	
Carboniferous	 ductile	 sedimentary	 series	 due	 to	 the	
rightlateral	displacements	along	the	zone	of	the	Cen
tral	Donets	deepseated	fault,	that	also	resulted	in	the	
development	of	the	structure	of	the	crest	of	the	Hor
livka	anticline	and	Nikitovka	ore	field	[1].	Reflection	
of	the	Central	Donets	fault	in	present	geological	struc
ture	of	the	study	area	is	the	Osevoy	thrust,	traced	along	
the	 whole	 length	 of	 the	 Main	 anticline	 axis.	 Those	
studies	 have	 shown	 that	 all	 known	 deformation	 ele
ments	of	the	ore	field,	such	as	morphology	and	kine
matics	 of	 the	 faults,	 position	 and	 orientation	 of	 the	
domeshaped	 folds,	 systems	 of	 transverse	 fissured	
veins,	 straightness	 of	 segments	 of	 the	 longitudinal	
Sekuschaya	fault,	are	parts	of	the	structural	paragene
sis	for	rightlateral	faulting,	and	are	consistent	with	a	
single	regional	stress	field.

Objectives of the article.	Although	the	problems	
of	 deformation	 element	 structural	 paragenesis,	 stress	
fields	of	local	and	regional	level,	and	also	the	mecha
nism	of	the	development	of	the	Main	anticline	western	
part	 were	 well	 studied,	 it	 should	 be	 pointed	 out	 that	
area	of	 the	western	periclinal	closure	of	 the	Horlivka	
anticline	is	not	studied	as	well	as	Nikitovka	ore	field.	
Now	it	seems	to	be	possible	to	do	because	of	new	facts	
of	 the	 regional	 geological	 structure,	 fault	 kinematics	
and	 stress	 field	 characteristics,	 obtained	 through	 the	
structural	and	tectonophysical	works	within	Novodz
erzhynska	coal	mine	field.

The	present	 study	 focuses	on	 the	analysis	of	geo
logical	 structure	 and	 stress	 and	 strain	 fields	 of	 the	

introduction.	Understanding	the	regularities,	de
velopment	 mechanisms,	 and	 spatial	 distribution	 of	
tectonic	dislocations	plays	an	 important	 role	 in	both	
academia	and	industry,	where	it	may	be	used	for	both	
elaborating	the	physical	theory	of	the	development	of	
deformation	 processes	 in	 the	 Earth’s	 crust,	 and	 in	
forecasting,	 prospecting,	 and	 exploration	 of	 mineral	
deposits,	mining	at	deeper	levels	in	more	difficult	geo
logical	conditions.

Any	kinds	of	geological	 forecast	on	various	stages	
of	mining	sequence	should	be	based	on	explanation	of	
deformation	mechanisms	and	history	of	the	crust	part	
development.	Key	issues	concerning	its	reconstruction	
are:	1)	what	were	the	main	directions	of	active	tectonic	
forces	under	which	the	geological	structure	at	different	
stages	over	geological	time	was	formed;	2)	which	stress	
fields	 were	 active	 while	 the	 geological	 structure	 was	
forming;	3)	what	deformation	and	dislocation	distri
butions	within	the	structure	are?

Tectonophysical	study	is	one	of	the	effective	ways	
to	objectively	estimate	it	by	determination	of	regulari
ties	of	the	stress	distribution	and	development	of	tec
tonic	deformation,	appearing	within	the	crust.	In	spite	
of	having	various	kinds	of	modeling	to	solve	tectono
physical	problems	now,	field	tectonophysics	data	may	
make	an	essential	addition	to	the	final	results.	Further
more,	 the	 surface	 and	 underground	 mining	 used	 in	
layered	 sedimentary	 deposits	 creates	 very	 favorable	
conditions	 for	 that.	 For	 instance,	 application	 of	 the	
longwall	 mining	 method	 in	 thick	 coal	 seams,	 along	
with	 geological	 mapping	 and	 documentation	 of	 un
derground	workings	in	detail,	allows	studying	geologi
cal	structures	on	a	true	scale,	and	to	record	morphol
ogy	changes	both	all	over	the	planar	surface	and	cross	
section.

Analysis of the recent research. The	Main	anti
cline	of	the	Donets	Basin	is	of	great	interest	as	a	sub
ject	 of	 tectonophysical	 study	 not	 only	 because	 of	 its	
structural	 complexity	 and	 development	 mechanism,	
but	also	due	 to	 their	effect	on	 the	 safe	highefficient	
exploitation	of	coal.

As	 one	 of	 the	 major	 segments	 of	 the	 Main	 anti
cline,	the	Horlivka	anticline	is	known,	first	and	fore
most,	for	Nikitovka	ore	field	occurred	in	the	crest	part	
of	the	fold.	Structures	of	Nikitovka	ore	field	have	been	
investigated	and	mapped	in	detail	for	a	long	time.	Var
ious	 massif	 deformation	 elements	 were	 geometrized	
there,	 its	 morphology	 and	 kinematics	 were	 deter
mined,	 and	 stress	 fields	 for	 many	 localities,	 mine	
fields,	deposits	and	the	region	as	a	whole	were	recon
structed.
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western	closure	of	the	Horlivka	anticline	to	present	a	
general	 development	 mechanism,	 and	 to	 determine	
whether	the	structural	complexity	of	the	study	area	is	
consistent	with	a	single	regional	stress	field	or	not.

The	 tasks	necessary	 to	 reach	 these	objectives	 are:	
1)	to	study	kinematics,	morphology,	and	age	relations	
of	the	faults;	2)	to	define	structural	pattern	of	the	mas
sif	deformation	elements,	and	determine	a	mechanism	
of	its	development;	3)	to	reconstruct	main	characteris
tics	of	stress	and	strain	fields	of	local	and	mesoregional	
level;	4)	 to	analyse	an	 interaction	between	geological	
factors	and	various	tectonic	structures,	and	basic	char
acteristics	of	stressandstrain	fields.

methodology.	Tectonic	stresses	have	been	studied	
by	the	kinematic	method	[4].	The	method	used	prin
ciples	of	plasticity	mechanics,	 in	particular,	 the	Bat
dorf–Budiansky’s	plasticity	theory,	and	postulated	the	
coincidence	 of	 the	 fault	 side	 slip	 direction	 with	 the	
shear	 stress	 direction	 on	 the	 fracture	 plane.	 Graphic	
algorithm	 for	 calculating	 the	 principal	 stresses	 and	
evaluating	the	Lode–Nadai	coefficient	(or	ratio	coef
ficient),	determining	 the	 shape	of	 the	 stress	ellipsoid	
and	 the	 ratio	 of	 deviatoric	 components	 of	 principal	
stresses	were	developed	on	this	assumption.	The	input	
for	 the	study	was	 fieldmeasured	orientation	data	 for	
faults	and	slickenlines	from	mine	workings	within	the	
Novodzerzhynska	 mine	 field	 (more	 over	 than	
900	measurements),	consisting	of	 the	orientations	of	
the	fault	planes	and	slickenlines,	including	the	sense	of	
movement.	Mesoregional	level	stress	field	characteris
tics	have	been	reconstructed	by	statistical	processing	of	
local	stereographical	solutions.	Local	stress	data	pro
cessed	 by	 the	 method	 for	 determination	 of	 general	
stress	fields	provide	for	reconstruction	of	main	normal	
stresses	 which	 are	 arbitrarily	 considered	 as	 regional	
stresses	 [5].	 Relative	 age	 chronology	 and	 staging	 of	
tectonic	stresses	have	been	studied	by	the	stress	moni
toring	method	devised	by	O.	Gushchenko	and	A.	Mo
strukov	 on	 the	 base	 of	 the	 kinematic	 method.	 It	 in
sures	a	possibility	of	spacetime	monitoring	of	tectonic	
fields	of	stresses	and	strains	on	the	base	of	geological	
data,	which	allows	us	to	solve	the	problem	of	age	chro
nology	of	paleostresses	[4].	Characteristics	of	the	prin
cipal	axes	of	the	total	strain	field	have	been	processed	
by	means	of	specialized	software	GEOS	developed	by	
O.	Gushchenko	and	upgraded	by	V.	Korchemagin.

Presentation of the main research. Geological 
structure. The	Main	anticline,	a	major	WNW–ESE
trending	(290–305°)	symmetrical	fold,	extends	300	km	
throughout	the	Donets	Basin.	Towards	the	west	of	the	
Nagolny	Ridge,	it	divides	into	three	rightstepping	en	
echelon	 fold	 segments:	 Olkhovatka–Volyntsevo	 and	
Horlivka	 anticlines,	 Druzhkivka–Konstantinovka	
brachyanticline.	 Both	 limbs	 of	 the	 fold	 dip	 generally	
steeply	(60–65°),	and	the	crest	of	the	fold,	wide	in	the	
west	and	narrow	in	the	east,	is	faulted	by	reverse	and	
strikeslip	 faults,	 trend	 parallel	 to	 the	 fold	 axis.	 The	
Horlivka	anticline	is	the	most	studied	segment	of	the	
Main	anticline	where	lots	of	coal	mines	and	Nikitovka	
ore	field	are	situated.	Nikitovka	ore	field	is	related	to	
five	 similar	 domeshaped	 folds,	 1	 km	 length	 and	

0.4	 km	 width,	 exposed	 in	 roughly	 equal	 intervals	
(1.4	km)	within	the	crest	of	the	anticline.	The	fold	axes	
appear	rotated	at	an	acute	angle,	typically	15–30°	anti
clockwise	towards	the	Horlivka	anticline	axis.	Longi
tudinal	 faults	 of	 the	 Osevoy	 thrust	 system	 separate	
these	folds	to	the	north	and	south	of	the	anticline	crest	
part.	Four	larger	domeshaped	folds	expose	in	roughly	
equal	intervals	(3–3.5	km)	to	the	east	and	to	the	west	
of	fold	set	of	Nikitovka	ore	field.

As	 the	object	of	 the	 field	 tectonophysical	 studies,	
the	 Novodzerzhynska	 coal	 mine	 is	 the	 westernmost	
one	in	the	area	of	the	western	periclinal	closure	of	the	
Horlivka	anticline.	The	Middle	Carboniferous	(suites	
K	to	M)	seams	over	the	mine	field	have	been	basically	
mined.	In	the	study	area,	the	beds	dip	away	from	the	
crest	of	the	anticline	at	an	angle	of	30–35°	on	the	pe
riphery,	which	decreases	to	10–15°	near	the	crest.	In	
strike,	they	vary	from	a	little	west	through	a	little	north	
to	south	of	east.	The	whole	region	 is	 traversed	by	an	
immense	 number	 of	 smallscale	 faults.	 Their	 strikes	
have	such	varying	directions,	but	the	great	number	ap
pears	to	follow	the	three	trends	of	sublatitudinal,	sub
meridional,	 and	 northwest.	 Two	 major	 faults	 divide	
mine	 field	 from	 the	 anticline	 limbs:	 Almazny	 fault,	
NWtrending	highangle	fault	with	dip	to	the	north,	in	
the	 north,	 and	 Glavny	 thrust,	 latitudinal	 fault	 with	
moderate	 southward	 dip,	 in	 the	 south.	 Both	 of	 the	
faults	show	displacements	with	a	strong	component	of	
rightlateral	strikeslip.

In	view	of	the	observed	structural	complexity,	the	
study	 area	 was	 divided	 into	 two	 domains	 along	 the	
Osevoy	 thrust:	 the	 first	 (D1),	 to	 the	 north,	 and	 the	
second	(D2),	to	the	southwest	(Fig.	1).	The	geological	
structure	of	D2	domain	is	relatively	simple.	Beds	dip	
to	the	southwest,	and	the	amount	of	the	displacement	
or	 deformation	 is	 comparatively	 insignificant.	 In	
strike,	the	beds	are	bounded	by	the	Osevoy	and	Hlav
ny	 thrust	 planes	 in	 the	 west–northwest	 and	 south,	
respectively.

On	 the	 contrary,	 the	 structural	 pattern	 of	D1	 do
main	is	more	complex,	characterized	by	the	plicative	
dislocation	 structure	 severely	 complicated	 by	 the	
faults.	 In	 their	 orientation,	 faults	 follow	 the	 three	
trends	of	the	northwest,	west–northwest,	and	longitu
dinal	 (N–S).	 NW–	 and	 N–Strending	 highangle	
(75–80°)	faults	with	dip	to	the	northeast	and	west,	re
spectively,	 while	 the	 dip	 of	 WNWtrending	 faults	 is	
about	40°	to	the	south–southwest	(Fig.	2,	a).

To	 form	 a	 better	 view	 of	 the	 structural	 pattern	 of	
D1	domain	it	was	also	subdivided	into	two	subdomains:	
the	eastern	(D1E),	and	western	(D1W).	The	most	 im
portant	fault	system	in	the	D1E	subdomain	is	the	large	
shear	zone	300	m	width,	a	NWtrending	set	of	faults	
consisting	of	several	parallel	highangle	(70–80°)	fault	
planes	with	dip	to	the	northeast	that	can	be	followed	
for	 500–800	 m	 over	 the	 domain	 area	 (Fig.	 3).	 It	 is	
traced	to	the	east	 into	the	crest	of	 the	Horlivka	anti
cline	where	it	merges	into	the	Osevoy	thrust.	The	en	
echelon	 NW	 faults	 are	 composed	 of	 rightstepping	
segments	 that	 imply	a	 right	 sense	of	movement.	The	
segment	 set	 has	 regular	 spacing	 of	 100–150	 m.	 The	
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slickenlines	plunge	gently	to	the	southeast,	giving	pre
dominantly	dextralnormal	obliqueslip	faults.

The	 area	 between	 the	 NWtrending	 faults	 is	 tra
versed	 by	 the	 NNEtrending	 set	 of	 sinistralnormal	
obliqueslip	 faults	consisting	of	 several	parallel	high
angle	fault	planes	with	5–7	m	of	stratigraphic	throw.	
In	strike,	they	can	be	followed	for	400	m,	and	are	com
monly	bounded	by	the	former	fault	planes.

From	kinematic	and	structural	 standpoints,	 these	
two	fault	sets,	NW	(dextral	normaloblique)	and	NE	
(sinistralnormal	oblique),	may	be	inferred	as	a	conju
gate	strikeslip	fault	system.

Domeshaped	 fold	 is	 an	 important	 point	 in	 the	
context	 of	 geological	 structure	 of	 the	 D1W	 domain	
which	is	not	observed	on	the	present	topography	and	
becomes	 readily	apparent	at	more	 than	450	m	depth	
below	 the	 surface.	 Periclinal	 closure	 and	 the	 north	
limb	of	the	fold	are	best	exposed	on	the	current	mining	
level	and	its	south	limb	is	cut	by	set	of	lowangle	faults	
of	the	Osevoy	thrust	system	(Fig.	4).	The	fold	has	gen
tly	plunging	(20°)	hingeline	which	plunges	to	the	west	
and	 southdipping	 nearly	 upright	 (82°)	 axial	 plane.	
The	south	limb	of	the	fold	dips	18°	to	the	west,	and	the	

Fig. 1. Simplified geological and structural map of 
Novodzerzhynska mine field (plan of lev-
el –502 m):
1 – major coal seams; 2 – faults with attitude of dip; 
3 – prospecting drills; 4 – structural domain bound-
aries

Fig. 3. A structural pattern of the D1 domain shear 
zone (copy from a plan of level – 502 m):
1 – argillites and aleurolites; 2 – sandstones; 
3 – limestones; 4 – coal seams; 5 – faults with sense 
of slip, dip direction and dip angle of the fault; 
6 – attitude of bedding; 7 – inrushes

Fig. 2. A structural pattern of D1 domain (all ste-
reographic plots in this paper are upper-hemi-
sphere projections):
a – contouring of poles to faults. Osevoy thrust zone: 
b – contouring of poles to faults; c – contouring of 
poles to slickenlines and grooves. Arcs of great and 
small circles are shown by dashed lines. Poles to 
those circles are shown by solid circles. DN, data 
number; CI, contouring interval

a b

c
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north	limb	dips	steeper	(35°)	than	the	south	one	to	the	
north–northwest.	According	to	dimensions,	geometry	
and	spatial	orientation,	the	observed	fold	is	similar	to	
those	of	Nikitovka	ore	field.

In	contrast	to	the	shear	zone,	the	faulting	style	of	
D1E	 domain	 is	 mainly	 defined	 by	 WNWtrending	
faults	 of	 the	 Osevoy	 thrust	 system,	 parallel	 to	 the	
domeshaped	 fold	 axis.	 Two	 sets	 of	 WNWtrending,	
N	and	SSWdipping,	lowangle	(20–30°)	thrust	faults	
with	the	stratigraphic	throw	of	up	to	20	m	on	some	of	
them	have	been	observed	there.	Slickenlines	are	elon
gated	parallel	 to	 the	dip	direction.	In	addition	to	 the	
lowangle	 thrusts,	 network	 of	 numerous	 secondary	
highangle	faults	is	developed	on	both	the	hanging	and	
footwalls	of	the	thrusts.	Relatively	large	and	extensive	
ones	of	those	are:	NWtrending	highangle	(75°)	faults	
with	3–4	m	of	 stratigraphic	 throw.	Two	sets	of	 small	
highangle	 (55–70°)	 faults	 with	 the	 stratigraphic	
throws	of	a	 few	decimeters	 to	a	couple	of	meters	are	
mainly	 developed	 within	 the	 footwalls	 of	 the	 main	
NWtrending	 faults.	 In	 strike,	 they	 appear	 to	 follow	
the	two	trends	of	N–S	and	NE.	These	faults	of	com
paratively	small	extent	in	strike,	developing	as	fractures	
a	few	decimeters	to	a	couple	of	meters	away	from	the	
plane	of	the	main	fault,	reach	maximum	stratigraphic	
throw	in	some	meters,	and	then	attenuate	completely	
in	 20–30	 m	 in	 strike.	 Although	 these	 thrustrelated	
faults	 have	 different	 kinematics,	 one	 with	 normal	

movement	and	the	other	with	a	strike–slip	movement,	
along	NW	and	NEtrending	 faults,	 lateral	displace
ment	prevails,	and	rightlateral	 slip	along	 the	 former	
faults	and	leftlateral	slip	along	the	latter	is	the	rule.

On	equalarea	plot,	as	shown	in	Fig.	2,	b,	poles	to	
the	 fault	 planes,	 clustering	 around	 several	 distinct	
maxima,	 distribute	 along	 a	 great	 circle	 which	 corre
sponds	to	the	Osevoy	thrust	plane.	A	slickenline	analy
sis	 also	 shows	 the	 symmetry	 of	 the	 linear	 elements	
relatively	to	the	Osevoy	thrust	plane	(Fig.	2,	c).	There	
are	three	circles	on	equalarea	plot,	where	one,	a	great	
circle,	corresponds	to	the	trace	of	the	main	fault	plane,	
and	two	other,	small	circles,	have	a	common	axis,	ly
ing	in	the	thrust	plane.

According	to	the	foregoing	data,	movements	on	all	
of	these	faults	at	the	D1E	domain	most	likely	have	ap
peared	due	to	general	displacement	of	the	massif	along	
the	main	fault	plane.

Stress fields.	 Tectonic	 stresses	 in	 the	 massif	 lo
calities	 have	 been	 studied	 by	 the	 kinematic	 method	
[4].	The	input	for	the	study	was	fieldmeasured	orien
tation	data	for	faults	and	slickenlines	from	mine	work
ings	within	Novodzerzhynska	mine	field	consisting	of	
the	 orientations	 of	 the	 fault	 planes	 and	 slickenlines,	
including	the	sense	of	movement.	Mesoregional	level	
stress	field	characteristics	have	been	reconstructed	by	
statistical	processing	of	local	stereographical	solutions.	
Local	stress	data	processed	by	the	method	for	determi

Fig. 4. Geological structure and stress fields of the Osevoy thrust zone (a copy of l2
1 coal seam mining plan):

1 – attitude of bedding; 2 – faults with dip direction and dip angle of the fault plane (for low-angle faults – layer 
crop lines in the hanging and footwalls); 3 – cross section lines; 4 – mining workings: (a) horizontal (drift), (b) 
vertical (rise); 5 – inrushes; 6 – points of stress fields reconstruction: (a) σ3 upper-hemisphere projection, (b) σ1 
upper-hemisphere projection; 7 – fault attitude: dip direction (numerator), dip angle (denominator), and strati-
graphic throw
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nation	of	general	stress	fields	provide	for	reconstruc
tion	of	principal	normal	stresses	which	are	arbitrarily	
considered	as	regional	stresses	[5].

It	has	been	determined	that	maximum	stress	axes	
are	concentrated	in	the	upper	left	(NW)	and	in	the	di
agonally	opposite	(SE)	sector	of	the	stereogram,	while	
minimum	stress	axes,	on	the	contrary,	are	concentrat
ed	in	the	upper	right	(NE)	and	lower	left	(SW)	sectors	
(Fig.	 5).	 At	 mesoregional	 level,	 the	 reconstructed	
stress	field	is	strikeslip	faulting	type	and	characterized	
by	a	NW–SE,	320–330°	and	140–150°,	subhorizontal	
principal	 compression	 axis	 and	 subhorizontal	 NE–
SW,	50–60	and	230°–240°,	principal	extension	axis.

However,	despite	the	persistent	general	orientation	
of	the	principal	stress	axes,	some	differences	in	its	ori
entation	within	 the	domains	have	been	revealed.	For	
example,	in	the	D2	domain,	as	shown	in	Fig.	5,	c,	σ1	
plunges	at	a	 low	angle	southwestward	(232°/30°)	and	
σ3	is	southeast	and	horizontal	(140°/5°),	lying	at	aver
age	bedding	plane	of	this	domain.	In	the	D1W	subdo
main,	σ1	 and	σ3	 plunge	 moderately	 to	 the	 northeast	
(65°/24°)	and	northwest	(330°/20°),	respectively,	also	
lying	 at	 nearly	 average	 bedding	 plane	 of	 this	 subdo
main	 (Fig.	 5,	 a).	 In	 the	 D1E	 subdomain,	σ1	 and	σ3	
plunge	moderately	to	the	southwest	(230°/28°	SW)	and	
northwest	(330°/18°	NW),	respectively,	but	the	σ3	axis	
is	located	near	to	bedding	plane	and	σ1	is	lying	at	the	
plane	of	the	Osevoy	thrust	fault	(Fig.	5,	b).

There	 is	 such	a	 feature	of	 the	structure	of	 the	re
constructed	 stress	 field	 in	 distribution	 of	 local	 stress	
fields	as	regular	bending	of	trajectories	of	the	principal	
stress	axes	near	the	large	faults,	where	the	axes	tend	to	
be	 oriented	 either	 perpendicularly	 or	 parallel	 to	 the	
fault	plane.	These	parts	interchange	each	other	along	
the	fault	plane	(Fig.	4).

The	close	agreement	of	the	stress	field	reconstruct
ed	for	the	study	area	and	Nikitovka	ore	field	strongly	
suggests	one	origin	and	one	stress	field	that	resulted	in	
presentday	 structural	 pattern,	 as	 can	 be	 seen	 in	
Fig.	5,	d.	This	stress	field	that	apparently	originated	in	
Laramide	time	of	Alpine	orogeny	is	 the	youngest	 for	
the	Donets	Basin.

Series	 of	 six	 stress	 fields	 (F	 to	A)	 resulting	 in	 the	
development	of	the	geological	structure	of	the	western	
closure	of	the	Horlivka	anticline	has	been	defined	and	
reconstructed	[6].	Directed	and	inherited	character	of	
changing	of	the	tectonic	loading	conditions	of	the	geo
logical	structure	of	the	study	area	is	characterized	by	
consecutive	 change	 of	 the	 stress	 field	 type	 from	 the	
oldest	(F ),	normal	faulting	type,	to	the	youngest	(A),	
strikeslip	faulting	one.	The	main	characteristics	of	the	
stress	fields	are	given	in	Table	1.	There	is	no	possibility	
to	define	absolute	time	lags	of	the	action	of	the	stress	
fields	exactly,	nevertheless	the	youngest	stress	field	A	is	
synchronized	with	the	youngest	one	reconstructed	for	
the	Donbas	and	Priazovie.

Strain fields.	Strain	field	is	heterogeneous	for	the	
western	closure	of	the	Horlivka	anticline	area.	Orien
tation	of	axes	of	total	strain	field	and	type	of	strain	field	
are	changing	both	all	over	 the	 study	area	and	within	
the	large	geological	structures.

Maximum	extension	axis	ε1	is	the	most	invariable	
and	 characterized	 by	 mainly	 gently	 plunging	 to	 the	
southwest	nearly	all	 study	area.	However,	as	 it	 is	ap
parent	from	Fig.	6,	a,	some	divergence	of	ε1	axis	orien
tation	is	observed	within	the	large	faults,	for	instance,	

Table 1

Characteristics	of	the	principal	axes	of	the	stress	fields

Phase Type
σ1 σ2 σ3

mσ
Dir./Pl. Dir./Pl. Dir./Pl.

A S 257/3 154/77 348/13 0.9

B R 219/67 79/18 344/14 0.95

C R 187/75 347/14 78/5 0.95

D S 336/13 178/76 68/5 -0.95

E N 350/15 260/1 166/75 -0.95

F N 259/2 350/15 162/75 -0.9

Notes: Types of the stress field: N – normal; R – reverse; S – 
strike-slip; Dir. and Pl. – trends and plunges of principal stress 
axes in degrees; σ1, σ2, σ3 – minimum, intermediate, and 
maximum principal axes of the stress field; mσ – Lode–Nadai 
coefficient: uniaxial tension (-1), uniaxial compression (+1)

Fig. 5. Stress fields of Novodzerzhynska mine (a to 
c) and Nikitovka ore field (d):
1 – minimum principal stress axis of local (a) and 
mesoregional (b) level; 2 – maximum principal 
stress axis of local (a) and mesoregional (b) level; 
3 – planes of principal stress axes; 4 – boundaries of 
compression and extension cones; 5 – planes of bed-
ding (a) and Osevoy thrust (b)

a b

c d
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within	the	Osevoy	thrust	and	transition	zone	between	
Toretzky	and	Hlavny	thrusts,	where	ε1	axis	tends	to	be	
oriented	sublatitudinally	(Table	2).

Maximum	shortening	axis	ε3	is	less	invariable	both	
in	strike	–	from	meridional	to	sublatitudinal	–	and	in	
an	angle	of	plunging	–	from	subhorizontal	to	subverti
cal	(Fig.	6,	b).	Intermediate	strain	axis	ε2	 is	 the	 least	
invariable,	often	in	irregularly	standing	position	from	
gently	to	steeply	(or	vertical)	plunging,	especially	with
in	the	large	faults.

Strikeslip	faulting	type	of	total	strain	field	was	de
termined	 for	 most	 part	 of	 the	 western	 closure	 of	 the	
Horlivka	 anticline	 area	 (Fig.	 6).	 According	 to	 the	

Lode–Nadai	coefficient	(mε)	which	is	nearly	equal	to	
±1	or	varied	in	range	from	+0.5	to	-0.5,	deformations	
on	the	study	area	had	been	going	under	shear	condi
tions.	Axial	part	of	the	anticline	within	Osevoy	thrust	
and	paraxial	part	of	the	anticline	southern	limb	within	
Toretzky	 thrust	 are	 characterized	 by	 normal	 faulting	
type	of	the	total	strain	field,	where	deformations	had	
been	 going	 under	 uniaxial	 extension	 conditions	
(mε	=	-1).

In	 the	 whole,	 it	 can	 be	 asserted	 that	 strikeslip	
faulting	 strain	 field	 type	 is	characterized	by	NW	and	
N–Splunging	 maximum	 shortening	 axis	 and	 strain	
conditions	which	are	similar	to	pure	shear	prevailing	in	

Fig. 6. Projections to a horizontal plane of the principal strain axes and distribution of the Lode–Nadai 
coefficient values for the western closure of the Horlivka anticline:
a – extension axis ε1; b – shortening axis ε3: 1 – horizontal projections of the strain axes (plunging is out from the 
circle; the length of the projection corresponds to the angle of plunge of the axis: shorter axis – steeply plunging, 
longer axis – gently plunging, centered point axis – (sub)horizontal); 2 – faults (shown sketched): 1 – Severny 
thrust, 2 – Osevoy thrust, 3 – Toretzky thrust, 4 – Glavny thrust; 3 – type of strain field (corresponding to the val-
ues of the Lode–Nadai coefficient): (a) normal, (b) reverse, (c) strike-slip, (d–e) transitional (oblique–slip), ( f ) 
octahedral; 4 – Lode–Nadai coefficient: (a) uniaxial extension (m	=	-1); (b) pure shear (m = 0); (c) uniaxial short-
ening (m = +1)

a b
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the	 western	 closure	 of	 the	 Horlivka	 anticline	 area	 of	
the	Donets	Basin.	Extension	axis	ε1	of	the	strain	ellip
soid	is	oriented	NW	and	N–S	within	the	western	clo
sure	of	the	Horlivka	anticline,	and	shortening	axis	ε3	is	
oriented	 NE	 nearly	 orthogonal	 to	 the	 anticline	 axis.	
Summing	up	the	results,	it	can	be	concluded	that	the	
strain	tensor	forms	an	ellipsoid	similar	to	the	stress	el
lipsoid.

Thus,	the	western	closure	of	the	Horlivka	anticline	
can	be	considered	as	the	area	of	the	extension	in	back	
part	of	rightlateral	strikeslip	fault.

The	data	above	allow	us	to	suggest	the	shear	zone	
revealed	in	the	D1W	subdomain	is	the	direct	extension	
of	 the	 regional	 rightlateral	 displacement	 within	 the	
Main	 anticline	 paraxial	 part.	 Conjugated	 strikeslip	
fault	 system	 was	 formed	 due	 to	 the	 rightlateral	 dis
placements	 that	 originated	 in	 final	 stages	 of	 Alpine	
orogeny.	 Horizontal	 displacements	 of	 the	 sediment	
masses	 to	 the	west	at	 the	 south	 limb	of	 the	anticline	
were	accompanied	by	a	compression	in	nearhorizon
tal	plane.	It	resulted	in	the	longitudinal	bending	of	the	
sediment	 masses	 accompanied	 by	 formation	 of	 the	
domeshaped	fold	and	sublatitudinal	thrust	faults	de
veloped	at	the	limbs	of	the	fold.	Horizontal	displace

ments	at	the	walls	of	thrust	faults	resulted	in	formation	
of	normal	obliqueslip	faults	which	might	have	devel
oped	as	normal	faults	subsequently.

The	findings	of	our	research	are	quite	convincing,	
and	 thus	 the	 following	 conclusion	 can	 be	 drawn:	 a	
structural	pattern	of	the	deformation	elements	of	the	
Main	anticline	western	closure	may	be	interpreted	as	a	
single	pattern	of	structural	paragenesis	developed	due	
to	the	rightlateral	displacements	along	the	longitudi
nal	 strikeslip	 fault	 system	within	 the	Main	anticline	
paraxial	part.

Conclusions.  NWtrending	 dextral	 and	 NE	 and	
N–Strending	sinistral	strikeslip	faults	prevail	among	
the	 other	 faults	 within	 the	 study	 area.	 Mesoregional	
stress	field,	characterized	by	subhorizontal	position	of	
NW–SEoriented	maximum	principal	 stress	axis	 (σ3)	
and	NE–SWoriented	minimum	principal	axis	(σ1)	is	
shear	 type.	 This	 one	 that	 apparently	 originated	 in	
Laramide	time	of	Alpine	orogeny	is	the	youngest	for	the	
Donets	Basin.	Extension	axis	(ε1)	of	the	strain	ellipsoid	
is	NW	and	N–S	oriented	within	the	western	closure	of	
the	Horlivka	anticline,	and	shortening	axis	(ε3)	 is	NE	
oriented	nearly	orthogonal	to	the	anticline	axis.	Strike
slip	faulting	type	of	total	strain	field	was	determined	for	
most	part	of	the	western	closure	of	the	Horlivka	anti
cline	 area,	 and	 according	 to	 the	 Lode–Nadai	 coeffi
cient	(mε = ±1),	deformations	on	the	study	area	had	been	
going	mainly	under	shear	conditions.	The	pattern	of	a	
single	structural	paragenesis	of	deformation	elements	of	
the	 study	 area,	 including	 a	 conjugate	 strikeslip	 fault	
system,	domeshaped	 fold	and	 longitudinal	 thrusts	 in	
its	 limbs,	 was	 developed	 due	 to	 the	 rightlateral	 dis
placements	along	the	longitudinal	strikeslip	fault	sys
tem	within	the	Main	anticline	paraxial	part.

The	present	results	which	have	just	been	explained	
briefly,	may	allow	forecasting	to	be	made	of	structural	
patterns	of	deformation	structures	that	forms	in	right
lateral	shear	zones	at	deeper	mine	levels.
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мета.  Визначення	 умов	 та	 механізму	 розви
тку	 геологічної	 структури	 західного	 змикання	
Горлівської	антикліналі.

методика. Детальне	картування	з	елементами	
структурноморфологічного	 аналізу	 всіх	 відомих	
тектонічних	 елементів	 району	 та	 тектонофізичні	
методи	аналізу	тріщиннорозривних	структур.

результати.  Встановлено,	 що	 серед	 розривів	
різного	структурного	рівня	домінують	зсуви:	пів
нічнозахідні	–	праві,	північносхідні	та	субмери
діональні	 –	 ліві.	 Виділено	 правозсувовий	 струк
турний	 парагенезис	 деформаційних	 елементів	
структури	 західного	 змикання	 Горлівської	 анти
кліналі,	 що	 містить	 у	 собі	 комплекс	 спряжених	
північнозахідних	 та	 меридіональних	 розривів,	
брахіантиклінальну	 складку	 другого	 порядку,	
крила	 якої	 ускладнені	 насувами,	 що	 орієнтовані	
повздовж	осі	головної	складчастої	структури	пер
шого	 порядку.	 Встановлено,	 що	 за	 просторовою	
орієнтацією	осі	головних	нормальних	напружень,	
відновлене	поле	напружень	є	зсувовим	та	наймо
лодшим	 для	 Донецького	 басейну,	 датованим	 ла
рамійською	фазою	альпійського	тектогенезу.	Зсу
вовий	тип	поля	сумарних	деформацій	є	доміную
чим	на	більшій	частині	зони	західного	змикання	
Горлівської	антикліналі.

Наукова  новизна.	 Виявлені	 зсуви	 та	 зсувові	
зони,	 охарактеризована	 їх	 морфологія,	 супутні	
деформації	 та	 механізм	 формування.	 Відновлені	
головні	 характеристики	 полів	 напружень	 та	 де
формацій	локального	й	мезорегіонального	рівня.

Практична значимість.	Впровадження	у	прак
тику	 геологорозвідувальних	 та	 геологоексплуата

ційних	робіт	нових	наукових	методів	прогнозу	гір
ничогеологічних	 умов,	 що	 засновані	 на	 рекон
струкції	 головних	 тектонофізичних	 параметрів	 і	
відтворенні	механізмів	деформаційного	процесу.

ключові  слова:	 кінематичний метод, поля 
напружень та деформацій, коефіцієнт Лоде–
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Цель. Определение	условий	и	механизма	раз
вития	геологической	структуры	западного	замы
кания	Горловской	антиклинали.

методика.  Детальное	 картирование	 с	 эле
ментами	 структурноморфологического	 анализа	
всех	известных	тектонических	элементов	района	
и	тектонофизические	методы	анализа	трещинно
разрывных	структур.

результаты.	Установлено,	что	среди	разрывов	
различного	структурного	уровня	здесь	доминиру
ют	сдвиги:	северозападные	–	правые	сдвиги,	се
веровосточные	 и	 субмеридиональные	 –	 левые.	
Выделен	правосдвиговый	структурный	парагене
зис	 деформационных	 элементов	 структуры	 за
падного	периклинального	замыкания	Горловской	
антиклинали,	 включающий	 в	 себя	 комплекс	 со
пряженных	 северозападных	 и	 меридиональных	
разрывов,	 брахиантиклинальную	 структуру	 вто
рого	порядка,	крылья	которой	осложнены	надви
говыми	 структурами,	 ориентированными	 про
дольно	оси	главной	складчатой	структуры	перво
го	порядка.	 Установлено,	 что	по	пространствен
ной	ориентировке	осей	главных	нормальных	на
пряжений,	 восстановленное	 поле	 напряжений	
является	 сдвиговым	 и	 самым	 молодым	 для	 До
нецкого	 бассейна,	 датирующимся	 ларамийской	
фазой	 альпийского	 тектогенеза.	 Сдвиговый	 тип	
поля	 суммарных	 деформаций	 является	 домини
рующим	на	большей	части	площади	западного	за
мыкания	Горловской	антиклинали.

Научная новизна.	Выделены	в	геологической	
структуре	изучаемого	района	сдвиги	и	сдвиговые	
зоны,	 описана	 их	 морфология,	 сопутствующие	
деформации	 и	 механизм	 образования.	 Восста
новлены	основные	характеристики	полей	напря
жений	 и	 деформаций	 локального	 и	 мезорегио
нального	уровня.

Практическая  значимость.	 Внедрение	 в	
практику	геологоразведочных	и	горноэксплуата
ционных	работ	новых	научных	методов	прогноза	
горногеологических	условий,	основанных	на	ре
конструкции	основных	тектонофизических	пара
метров	 и	 восстановлении	 механизмов	 деформа
ционного	процесса.
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поля напряжений и деформаций, коэффициент 
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